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Flow-Through vs. Modified FlowThrough principles to measure
ownership by Black people
As a general principle, when measuring the rights of
Ownership of Black people in an entity, only rights
held by natural persons are relevant. In essence, the
BEE Codes want to measure the indirect interest of
natural

Black

people

in

an

underlying

operating

company, regardless of the layers in the corporate
structure. If the rights of Ownership of Black people
pass through a juristic person, the rights of ownership
of Black people in that juristic person are measurable
on a Flow- Through basis. If the underlying operating
business were to declare dividends, what percentage of
these dividends would ultimately flow up the structure
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to natural Black people.
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This principle applies across every tier of Ownership in a multi-tiered chain of
Ownership until that chain ends with a Black person holding rights of Ownership.

Effective Black Ownership Calculations for Flow-Through Principle

Co A =80%
Co B = 80%*90%=72%
Co C = 80%*90%*75% =54%
Measured Entity = 80%*90%*75%*60%=32.4%
In the Flow-through principle, you will always trace the Ownership chain to
a natural person. In this illustration, the black person effectively “owns”
32.4% of the Measured Entity.

Modified Flow-Through Principle
The Modified Flow-Through principle is a deemed form of Ownership.
In terms of this principle, a company in which Black People have a flowthrough level of participation of at least 51%, qualifies to be recognized as if
it were 100% owned by Black people.
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This principle can only be applied once in the entire Ownership
structure of the
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measured entity.

Various government proposals and sector-specific legislation (such as the Mining
Charter) exclude the use of the Modified Flow-Through Principle. In addition,
the BEE Codes were amended to state that entities which are at least 51% or
which are 100% Black owned based on the Modified Flow-through structures
cannot use the automatic level 1 or 2 BEE levels for EMEs or QSEs.

Modified Flow-Through Principle

We will modify at company B as if it was having 100% shares in company C that
will give us a modified Black Ownership of the Measured Entity to be 43.2%.

NPI Governance Consulting is an established ISO9001 accredited B-BBEE Advisory firm offering and delivering end-to-end B-BBEE
services to all market sectors.
Our carefully-selected team of experienced specialists hold over 70 years’ experience and guides and supports clients – ensuring the
delivery of quality support and solutions. NPI Governance Consulting is a proud member of the UN Global Compact and an advocate
for sustainable economic growth and strategic transformation intelligence, with the premise of “Pioneering Equitable Growth in Africa”.
Our internal and external methods are guided by the King 4 Corporate Governance Principles.
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